Mino da Fiesole gives his sculptures a touch of enchantment. His is a puzzling genius, for while enjoying the favor of the general public, to specialists of renaissance art he has always remained something of an enigma. Possessing a curiously mannered style, Mino borrowed freely from the work of his contemporaries, and they, to add to the perplexity of later scholars, borrowed no less from him. Reason enough that modern critics have been sorely put to it to place a definitive label on the man and on his work. Nevertheless we are gradually viewing him in ever clearer focus. And now a Madonna relief in the Museum's collection is the instrument for further sharpening our whole vision of Mino.
In tracing the development of Mino's Madonna series, a number of historical facts bear out the evidence of composition; not a single historical fact contradicts it. Although this sort of corroborative evidence is fragmentary, it offers, we think, strong support to our study in detection.
The story of the seven Madonnas begins in Florence, since the very presence of the Rossellino original in the church of Santa Croce suggests that Mino carved the first of his series in that city. Mino of course was familiar with all of Rossellino's Florentine works, the two sculptors being on close enough terms to collaborate, in 1473, on a pulpit for near-by Prato. So it is no surprise to find that the
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The grace; in this too was to be found the limiting measure of success of one who was always preoccupied with form rather than with substance. In Mino we meet a mannerist who lived before his time. Among his contemporaries in Tuscany, he was equaled only by the too little appreciated Agostino di Duccio, who turned the prosy Tempio Malatestiano (now badly damaged, according to reports) into a gem of pure lyricism. Like Agostino, with a highly mannered approach, which he ever refined and polished for its own sake, Mino created works far removed from the naturalistic and often academic productions of his period. And in our own age of latter-day mannerism, this is his paramount claim to appreciation. Although past critics have admired him for the delicacy and refinement of his work, many among the rising generation having had their fill of naturalism, however honest or skillfully rendered, and discovering new truths in the formalism of contemporary artists, will find in Mino a man after their own taste. 
